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Introduction
Role of the groom
Grooms can be anyone from hastily roped in friends, to those of us supporting our
partners, right through to paid professionals. A groom is essential – without one a
driver is not even allowed to compete. Blind people have made good drivers … with
a good groom. A groom can be much more than ballast: “better than a sack of
potatoes”.
These notes cover the role of a groom for horse driving trials competitions. It’s
specifically about competing, what you have to do, what the rules are and how you are
scored. I don’t cover training and other aspects, where, of course, a groom can also
help enormously. Most aspects may also be useful to drivers.

Types of event
One, two, three day
A horse driving trial consists of three parts, officially called “competitions”:
Dressage (“Competition A”)
A test of driving accuracy and horse’s paces, driven from memory and scored by
judges’ opinion.
Marathon (“Competition B”)
A test over a number of lengthy sections at different paces ending with “Section E”, a
few kilometres of course including timed obstacles. This is scored by time in the
obstacles and any excess over the prescribed times for the sections, or below the
minimum time where this is set.
Cones (“Competition C” correctly called “Obstacle Cones Driving”)
A test of accuracy driven round a course between closely spaced cones with
knockdowns and with a time limit, scored by knockdowns and any excess over the
prescribed time.

One day events: in a one day event, the order is normally Dressage, Cones,
Marathon.
Two day events: Many club events take place over two days:
Saturday: Dressage then Cones
Sunday: Marathon
Most National events take three days:
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Friday: Dressage
Saturday: Marathon
Sunday: Cones
Different classes of events …

Training, Club, Regional, Qualifier, National, International ….
The Rules
If you want to compete, you need some knowledge of the rules – it’s no good having a
great horse and expert driver if you get eliminated for breaking a rule.
The rules are set by the FEI (Federation Equestre International) and you can get them
free online at http://www.horsesport.org. It’s more useful to use the BHDTA rules…
The rules for UK events are published by the British Horse Driving Trials
Association. The most recent version was updated in early 2010. These consist of the
international rules with alterations added in red italics for UK events. The alterations
mainly relax the rules somewhat. You can buy these UK rules from the BHDTA
www.horsedrivingtrials.co.uk. The BHDTA has also made their rules available for
free download on their website (but you cannot print it)
http://www.horsedrivingtrials.co.uk/reference/rules/BHDTA_Rulebook_2009.pdf
It’s useful having the rules on your PC because you can search them for a particular
word (like “whip” or “width”) if you need to find out about something.
Finally, your club may apply local rules on top of these to suit local conditions.
You will find that different people have different ideas of the rules. This may be
because they aren’t very clear to read and because the rules have changed over time.
Be sure that you work from an up-to-date copy. Some judging takes place against
unwritten criteria: for example candles in lamps should have been lit (and
extinguished) so a judge may mark you down for a brand new candle. The logic may
be that new candles are supposedly harder to light.
The rules are not written in a way which is easy to understand – for instance the
phrase “obstacle” is used to refer to parts of the cones course (“Competition C”), and
“obstacle” is also used to mean the obstacles (formerly “hazards”) in the marathon
(“Competition B”). Also, organizers of events habitually ignore some of the rules and
enforce others. For example, you’re supposed to be able to inspect Section E of the
marathon course 42 hours before the start ([943.3.1] – the whole of Section E must be
open for inspection from then) but delays happen and club events in particular may
not be able to get their obstacles ready that far in advance.
TIP: Read the event schedule: it’s usually published in the event schedule when the
obstacles will be open – or at least when the stable field/horsebox park will be open.
Before you take time off work to go to an event early, find out when the obstacles will
actually be open for inspection.
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Rule 926.2.2 says it is “Prohibited Outside Assistance” “to have a person at an
Obstacle for the purpose of assisting a Competitor or Horses by any means
whatsoever.” You might think that your friends can’t clap or encourage you, or even
be there to encourage you by solidarity, but it now seems to be accepted.
[943.2.3] “Copies of Maps of the entire Course must be available at the Briefing…
The Maps must show each Section, the location of all the Obstacles and numbered
Compulsory Turning Flags (CTFs), Kilometer Markers, and any areas of the Course
which are closed to motor vehicles.” You will sometimes find no maps are available,
or just one posted in the secretary’s tent. The compulsory flags may not be shown.
Probably it would make sense if competitors insisted that the organizers adhere to the
rules and give them this information, to avoid possible elimination. Failing that, make
a sketch copy of whatever information you can get and/or make notes, such as how
many CTFs there are in Section A and the location of the CTFs relative to the
obstacles in Section E – e.g. Start E, CTF1, Obs 1, CTF2, CTF3, Obs 2…
TIP: Remember to take the route map and CTF list with you on the marathon.
[943.2.1] says there must be a briefing before the course is opened. This doesn’t
usually happen in practice. There is almost always a technical briefing “for
competitors” (and grooms) the evening before the marathon. Go to this: it’s important
– you will learn where the start of the sections are, how long they are, and about any
road crossings, extra warnings and changes.

When you walk the obstacles, you may sometimes find that the obstacle differs from
the sketch map (gates may be swapped or go in the opposite direction to that shown
on the map). In theory the organizers will not change the obstacles once they have
been opened for inspection so you should alter your map. However they may change
either map or obstacle, in practice. You need to go back and check which happens.
TIP: When the obstacle is actually driven, it must be driven as it is flagged; if the map
differs from the obstacle, ignore the map and drive it as flagged.

At any one event, you can groom for as many different drivers as you like in cones
and dressage, but you can only go round the marathon once. [917.2.2]
Only the driver is permitted to use the reins, whip or brakes during the actual
competitions [cones, dressage, marathon], except when the vehicle is stationary. Each
time you break this rule, even to avoid an accident, you get 20 penalties – or you’re
eliminated in cones. The exception to this is that the groom is allowed to lead by the
reins, for example, when the horse does not want to go into water the driver can ask
the groom to lead the horse into the water. However, between competitions the groom
is free to drive, brake, use the whip or whatever – for example, a groom can warm up
the horse and turnout if competent to do so.
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Outside assistance
You’re not allowed any outside help during a competition phase. The rules say:

Outside assistance – definitely not allowed – or how to get your opponents
eliminated?
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Perhaps the most likely pitfall is to ask a steward the way during the marathon – if
they tell you, you should be eliminated in theory. You can now carry a mobile phone
for use in emergencies; but you can’t actually use it during the competition.

How old must a groom be?
For horse driving trials, people’s ages are measured much like horses – your age in a
calendar year is the age you get to at your birthday that year. So if you’ll be 14 in
August [or any month] in 2003, you’re 14 all through 2003.
For international events, a groom can compete from 14 (“the beginning of the
calendar year in which they reach 14”). All drivers must be at least 18 for horses,
horse teams, horse pairs and horse tandems, 16 for single horse and anything pony.
The National rules are more complicated, with the groom’s minimum age depending
on the age of the driver and whether you’re in horse or pony, team or pair etc. The
2009 National rules state there must always be at least one adult, 18 years or more, on
any turnout, see below.

For affiliated UK club events (not Indoor HDT), the BHDTA rules say that a child
from 10 years old [age on the day of the event in this case] is allowed to drive in any
class provided they are accompanied by a competent adult aged 18 or over. This could
give some exciting horse team moments.
(The BHDTA’s Young Drivers Rules state that drivers aged 5-13 must have a
competent groom aged 21 or more, so check the rules under which the event is being
run.) If you have any doubts, ask the organizers.
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Before the event
Plan
Figure out what to take, work out a timetable, who does what, when and with what.

Times
What to take
Prepare
Clean

On arrival
Getting information
Look for a secretary’s tent and noticeboards – you should find details of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

dressage time (and presentation time if you are in pre-novice or novice class)
plan of the course
plans of the obstacles
plan of the cones course
details of where presentation and dressage are to be held
your number to display in your number bib and number holder

Look at the noticeboards for any other information, hazards, when the competitors’
briefing is to be. Keep rechecking the noticeboards in case anything changes.
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Presentation
This is different for pre-novice, novice and intermediate or open classes at most
events. Typically pre-novices and novice drivers have presentation judged at the halt
between half-an-hour and one hour before their dressage time [929.2].

Open classes have presentation judged on the move as part of the dressage test.

The scoring categories for standing presentation are:
Driver, Groom and
Passengers*
Horses
Harness
Vehicle
General Impression
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Position, dress, hat, gloves, holding the whip, handling of
horses.
Condition, turnout, cleanliness, matching, condition of shoeing
Condition, proper fit, cleanliness
Condition, cleanliness
Whole turnout
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*However, “passengers are not permitted” [917.2.8], I think the table refers to a
groom dressed like a passenger.
The presentation judge scores each category above out of 10. The scorer adds these
up, subtracts them from 50 and divides by 5 (!). This means you’d get 2 penalties for
each row in the table above if the judge gave you zero, or a total of 10 penalties if you
scored zero for every category in presentation [unheard of, I think].
In practice further rules are applied and may be scored regardless of the published rule
book, so you’d better comply. Ask an experienced competitor.
You need to carry a spares kit. Its existence and contents are not laid down but
tradition suggests at least:
Spare trace [the right length and width for the harness in use]
Rein splice
Hole punch
Spare candle for lamp (having been lit)
Matches
Coin for phone (or mobile phone, switched off)
Sticky tape such as duct or elephant tape, insulating tape
Traditionally, harness straps are not done up to the last hole (neither nearest the point
nor furthest from the point). The theory is to allow adjustment and to allow the strap
still to be fastened if it breaks at the hole. Straps are polished on the side away from
the horse and cleaned on the side touching the horse.
TIP: A heresy; the absolute maximum number of penalties you can get for poor
standing presentation of your turnout would be 10. Typically you’ll get between 1 and
4. (out of say 100-200 for the whole competition). So, clean the vehicle and get
everything together for the pleasure and enjoyment of seeing it, but don’t fret about it
- it’s not going to affect your score much!
In the open dressage tests there is also a score for presentation - 10 penalties max.
Usually standing presentation judging is half-an-hour before your dressage test. Drive
to the presentation area looking your best, with a small number on the back of the
vehicle (if you have a small number and holder), your spares kit stored on the vehicle
and groom and driver wearing their smart kit, smart hats and gloves. The groom
should be seated. When you get to the presentation area the judge will usually ask the
driver to stand the horse. The driver asks the groom to get down, and the groom gets
down smartly [nearside of the vehicle] and goes to stand at the horse’s head, only
holding it if needed. The judge may ask the groom to pick up a horse’s foot for
inspection [so these should be well picked out, perhaps greased underneath]. The
judge may ask the groom to display the spares kit, or may delve around for herself.
The groom must laugh at the judge’s jokes {if any} and otherwise keep quiet,
resisting any urge to chat nervously. The judge may give you helpful advice on the
turnout and fit of harness and should certainly draw attention to anything they see
which is seriously wrong or unsafe.
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When the judge’s inspection is done, the groom gets back on his seat on the vehicle
and the driver sets off.

Dressage
When there is standing presentation, it’s usually 30 minutes before your dressage time
- check this. This gives you a chance to warm up the horse before your dressage.
Never let your driver warm-up in the dressage arena itself although sometimes it’s
possible to go around the outside of the arena – when it’s not in use, before the
competition has started – to get your horse accustomed to the letters and markers.
There should be a designated warm-up area for dressage. You should be there, and the
groom should let the dressage steward know you’re there, at least 10 minutes before
your dressage time.

Introduction
Chapter II COMPETITION A - DRESSAGE
935 PRINCIPLES
1. The Object
The object of the Dressage Test, Competition A, is to judge the freedom, regularity of paces,
harmony, impulsion, suppleness, lightness, ease of movement and correct bending of the
horses on the move. Competitors will also be judged on style, accuracy, and general control
of their horses, and also on their dress, condition of their harness and vehicle and the
presentation of their whole turnout.
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Rules for cones and dressage
You must use the same vehicle for cones and dressage.
There is a minimum track width specified and it applies to both dressage and cones
competitions [915.1.1], so if they have extending axles you must extend these to
cones width before the dressage test. The track width “is measured at ground level on
the widest part of the rear wheels”. The track width can be over, of course, but may
not be under this measurement: there are no penalties for being over.
Class
Horse Teams
Horse Pairs
Horse Tandem
Horse and Pony Singles
Pony Pairs
Pony Tandem
Pony Teams

Minimum Track Width
158 cm
148 cm
138 cm
138 cm
138 cm
138 cm
138 cm

The organizers can choose how wide each pair of cones are spaced and there are
guidelines for each class.

In indoor driving and some one day events, cones can be driven at marathon width
(see below) i.e. with the vehicle width 125 cms.
4. Persons on the Vehicle
Passengers are not permitted. The number and position of
grooms is shown below:
Class
Horse Teams
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Number of Grooms
2

Position: Seated
Behind the driver
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Pony Teams
Horse Pairs
Pony Pairs
Horse Tandems
Pony Tandems
Horse Singles
Pony Singles

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Behind the driver
Behind the driver
Behind the driver
Behind or beside the driver
Behind or beside the driver
Behind or beside the driver
Behind or beside the driver

Penalties in dressage:
Article 937 SUMMARY OF DRIVEN DRESSAGE PENALTIES
937.1 Competitors are liable to the following penalties:
Early or late entry:
possible elimination
Entering the arena without a whip, dropping or putting down a whip:
10 penalties
Incomplete presentation of Competitor, Groom or Vehicle
5 penalties each
(Vehicles refer to Article 942.6.3)??
Error of Course:
First occasion:
5 penalties
Second occasion:
10 penalties
Third occasion:
elimination
If any part of the turnout leaves the arena during a movement, the Competitor should be marked down
for inaccuracy.
The whole turnout leaving the arena: or overturning
elimination
Groom or grooms dismounting
1st incident:
5 penalties
2nd incident:
10 penalties
3rd incident:
elimination
Competitor dismounting:
20 penalties
Lame horse/pony:
disqualification and
elimination of horse
No breeching and vehicle has no brakes
10 penalties
Use of bandages or brushing boots
10 penalties
Contravening rules on advertising
20 penalties

You’re allowed to replace defective parts between dressage and cones. You also don’t
have to use the same harness, though you’d probably only have time to change this in
a three-day event.
Groom and driver need to dress to “conform to the style of the vehicle and harness”
[917.5.1]. In practice this includes hats and gloves for grooms, though a groom would
only wear a hard hat if in riding clothes, otherwise an appropriate type of formal hat.
If in doubt, dress down – tweedy – rather than up – formal/wedding. Avoid hats with
large brims unless they are very securely fitted. Cowboy hats seem frowned upon.
[918.2] Equipment
Vehicles used in Competitions A and C must be fitted with forward facing lamps and
reat lamps or reflectors. (Lamps are not required in novice and below.) (Penalties as
per incomplete presentation Article 937.1.6 & 957)

Rules for dressage
The groom must be seated between entering and leaving the arena. The groom is not
allowed to handle the reins or whip or speak unless dismounted. On no account
should the groom tell the driver where to go or remind her of the test – you will be
eliminated.
...so, sit still and don’t try to help your driver remember the test.
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If, for example, the driver’s hat blows off, wait until you have finished the test and left
the arena before going back to get it (otherwise you get penalties). Only get down if
asked to do so by the driver.
In National events and some club events you need lamps fitted to the vehicle for
presentation, dressage and cones.
Bandages or brushing boots should not be used for dressage; 10 penalties – check you
haven’t fitted these for dressage or presentation! They are fine and normal for the
cones, marathon and obstacles.

Cones
Rules for cones
Should the groom walk the cones course with the driver?
This is not allowed at nationals.
[952.7.1] “Only Competitors, Chefs d’Equipe and Trainers are allowed to inspect the
Course on foot and they must be smartly dressed,” so in theory you can inspect if your
role is also trainer or chef d’equipe. During the competition proper the driver is
required to wear ‘smart’ clothes while walking the cones but not full driving kit.
Different people have different ideas. Since you will be eliminated if the groom
“indicates the course” or “speaks unless dismounted” during the competition
[956.1.8], some people feel it is better if the groom does not learn the course, so as not
to be tempted.
However, if you help your driver train between events, it probably is useful if you
walk the course where allowed so you can spot difficult parts together and work on
improvements – provided you can keep quiet during the competition!
TIP: in training, only give feedback at the end of a cones run so you won’t be in the
habit of doing so during a run and risk elimination in competition.
The groom must remain seated from passing through the start to finish, or incur
penalties.

Scoring for cones:
You get 3 penalties for each ball knocked off [it used to be 5 before 2005] and 0.5
penalties for every second over the prescribed time – now calculated to two decimal
places. There is no penalty for being too fast (unlike indoor competitions). You are
now allowed to use a stopwatch, and you can sometimes see an electronic time
display at bigger events.
There are plenty of other, rarer, ways to get penalties. Here’s the full list:
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Article 957 lists penalties in cones:
Penalties
1 Starting:
1.1 Starting and passing through an Obstacle before the bell is rung.
Article 956.1.3
1.2 Failing to Start within 60 seconds of bell ring. Article 956.1
2 Failing to pass through Start or Finish Lines. Article 656.1.1,
956.1.9
3 Incomplete Presentation:
3.1 No reflectors or rear lamp. 918.2
3.2 No breeching with a vehicle with no brakes. 918.1.3
3.3 Competitor entering arena without hat, jacket, gloves or apron.
917.5
3.4 Groom entering arena without jacket, hat or gloves. 917.5
4 Driving without a Whip in the Arena 917.3
4.1 Dropping or putting down the whip. 917.3
5 For knocking down one or two balls in the same single Obstacle.
956.1.6
6 For knocking down an element of a Multiple Obstacle. 956.1.6
7 For knocking down any part of an Obstacle after it has already
been driven 956.2.3
8 If any part of an Obstacle in advance of the one being driven is
knocked down, the bell will be rung for the Obstacle to be
rebuilt. 956.2.4
9 Taking an Obstacle out of sequence. 956.2.2
10 For causing an Obstacle, or part of a multiple to be rebuilt.
956.3.3
11 Disobedience: 956.7.3
11.1 First incident
11.2 Second incident
11.3 Third incident
12 Competitor dismounting 956.5.1
13 Groom(s) dismounting 956.5.2
13.1 First incident
13.2 Second incident
13.3 Third incident
14 Groom Interference
14.1 If a Groom handles the Reins, Brake or uses the Whip before the
Competitor has crossed the Finish Line. 926.2.1
14.2 If a Groom does not remain seated in his proper place (except to
dismount) 926.2.1
14.3 If a Groom talks to the competitor while on the Vehicle. 926.1
Exception 926.2.1
14.4 If a Groom indicates the course to the Competitor in any way.
926.1 and 956.1.8
15 Illegal Outside Assistance. 926
16 Vehicle overturning. 918.1.11
17 For Exceeding the Time Allowed. 956.8.7
18 Exceeding the Time Limit. 956.8.4
19 Failure to halt after the bell is rung a second time. 956.2.5
20 Groom leading a horse through an Obstacle. 926.3.5
21 Contravening Rules on Advertising 913.2
22 For intentionally driving over any part of an Obstacle 956.2.2

Fault Competition

10 penalties and restart
Possible 5 penalties
Elimination
Maximum 5 penalties
10 penalties
Maximum 5 penalties
Maximum 5 penalties
10 penalties
10 penalties
3 penalties
3 penalties
3 penalties

3 penalties and add 10 seconds
Elimination
3 penalties and add 10 seconds
5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination
20 penalties
5 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination

20 penalties
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
0.5 penalites per second
Elimination
Elimination
20 penalties
20 penalties
Elimination

Cones speeds are the same for horses and ponies, except for tandems, and are used to
calculate the time allowed. In theory the rules don’t allow any variation from these,
except that the time can be changed after the first three competitors have been round –
only. This occasionally happens if the time looks quite wrong for some reason.
Class
(horses or ponies)
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230
250
230
240
250
240
230
220
220
210

Four-in-hand
Pair
Horse Tandem
Pony Tandem
Advanced Single
Open Single
Intermediate
Novice
Club Novice
Pre Novice

TIP: now that the score is ‘only’ 3 points per ball down, it’s usually worth going quite
fast to be sure of making the time – being slow soon racks up penalty points. On the
other hand, it might be better driving/training to aim to go clear.
TIP: At events which announce times, watch the other competitors and listen to their
times to see how fast you need to go. See which cones cause trouble.

Marathon
In the marathon a good groom can make a big difference. You can navigate, ensure
you complete each section on time and balance the vehicle through the obstacles.
To do this you need to prepare;
• get the timings ready
• know how to use the stopwatch(es)
• know the routes on the sections and the obstacles
• work with the driver so she knows what your directions mean
• decide what to do if things go wrong
o error of course in an obstacle
o horse refuses to go through water
o something breaks
• check vehicle and spares
• mount maps and timings on the vehicle

Rules for the marathon
Preparation
The rules for the vehicle’s weight and track width [outermost point of base of rear
wheels] are specific for the marathon:
Class
Horse Teams
Horse Pairs
Horse Tandems
Horse Singles
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Wheels
4 & brakes
4 & brakes
2 or 4
4

Minimum Track Width
125 cm
125 cm
125 cm
125 cm

Minimum Weight
600 kg
350 kg
150 kg
150 kg
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Pony Teams
Pony Pairs
Pony Tandems
Pony Singles

4 & brakes
4 & brakes
2 or 4
4

125 cm
125 cm
125 cm
125 cm

300 kg
225 kg
90 kg
90 kg

(Pony teams and pairs used to be 120cm minimum up to 1.1.2003, now all classes are 125cm)

The Sections
A ‘Trot’ (any pace)
B Walk
C Fast trot (trot only)
D Walk
E – Obstacles – (any pace, but must trot or walk last 500m)
949.3

Summary of Penalties in Competition B

949.3.1
949.3.2
949.3.3

917.2.5
902.5.1
918.1.2

949.3.4

945.2,
945.6

949.3.5

902.8.2
924.3
942.5.3
942.5.5
943.3.5

949.3.6
949.3.7
949.3.8

949.3.9
944.2.6
949.3.10 945.8.1
949.3.11
949.3.12
949.3.13
949.3.14

944.5.1
944.5.2
949.1.1
945.2.2

949.3.15
949.3.16
949.3.17
949.3.18
949.3.19
949.3.20

945.3
941.5 / 945.4
944.4.2
945.5
945.6.1
946.7

949.3.21
949.3.22
949.3.23
949.3.24

917.2.4
945.8.3
945.8.3
945.8.2

949.3.25 946.2.1
949.3.26 946.8.3
949.3.27 946.2.3
949.3.28 946.2.4
949.3.29 946.2.5
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Person tied to the Vehicle
Contravening the Rules
Vehicles below weight at End of E or below width at
Start of E
Required persons not on Vehicle passing through a
Compulsory Turning Flag, or the Start and Finish of
each Section, each occasion
Horses unfit to continue at End of Section D
Displacing a Dislogeable Element
Preventing an element from being dislodged
Motorised vehicles or bicycles in Obstacles
First Incident
Second Incident
Exceeding the Time Limit in any Section
Finishing Section E missing or disconnected Pole
strap or Trace for each occurrence
Total time over Time Allowed in all Sections
Total time under Minimum Time in A and E.
Total time in Obstacles
Failing to pass through Compulsory Turning Flags
and Obstacles in correct sequence
Each deviation from Course after last Obstacle
Incorrect pace
Not ready to Start A
Intentional break of pace in Section D
Dismounting while moving
Failing to stop for leg over Pole, Lead Bar or Shaft
Failing to stop for leg over Trace
Groom handling Reins when Vehicle not stationary
Finishing Section E with less horses than required
Finishing Section E with missing wheel
Finishing Section E with damaged or missing Shaft
or Pole
Failing to pass through entry Flags of an Obstacle
Failing to pass through Exit Flags of an Obstacle
within 5 minutes
Passing a gate in wrong sequence or direction
For correcting each Error of Course in an Obstacle
Passing between Exit Flags before completing an
Obstacle

Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
10 penalties

Elimination
2 penalties
10 penalties
Warning
Yellow card
Elimination
10 penalties
0.2 penalties/ sec.
0.2 penalties/ sec.
0.2 penalties/ sec.
Elimination
10 penalties
1 penalty for every 5 sec.
0.2 penalties/ sec.
Elimination
10 penalties
Elimination
20 penalties
20 penalties
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
20 penalties
Elimination
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949.3.30 946.3.1
949.3.31
949.3.32
949.3.33
949.3.34
949.3.35
949.3.36
949.3.37
949.3.38
949.3.39
949.3.40
949.3.41
949.3.42
949.3.43
949.3.44

946.3.3
946.5
946.4
946.8.3
926
918.1.3
926.3.5
917.2
917.6
917.6.2
946.3.4
913.3
945.1
944.4.3

949.3.45 944.4.4
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Groom(s) dismounting in an obstacle, each
occasion
Competitor dismounting in an Obstacle
A vehicle turning over in an Obstacle
Disconnecting and leading through an Obstacle
Exceeding Time Limit in an Obstacle (5 min.)
Outside Assistance
No Breeching with a vehicle with no brakes
Groom leading a horse through an obstacle
Substitution of a Groom
Driver or Groom wearing shorts
No hard hat on Section E
Two feet on an element of Obstacle
Contravening the rules on advertising
Contravening the rule on the use of the whip
Starting before the signal and returning when
recalled
Competitor fails to stop when recalled

10 penalties
20 penalties
60 penalties
Elimination
Elimination
Elimination
10 penalties
20 penalties
Elimination
10 penalties
Elimination
10 penalties
20 penalties
20 penalties
10 penalties
Elimination
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Times
The organizers use the following figures to set up the times for a marathon.
Note that:
• most club events omit Section C and D and Rest 2
• the table gives the maximum speed the organizers are allowed to set – they
may set a lower speed if they think the going is tough or to make the course a
whole number of minutes, or if they feel so inclined. You need to find the
actual times that have been set for each event.
Section

Typical length Pace

Max speed km/hr
Horse Pony
Any 15
14
Walk 7
6

A
B
Rest
C
D
Rest 2
E

7 km
900 m
10 mins
4 km
900 m
10 mins
9 km

Trot 19
Walk 7

17
6

any*

13

14

2.1. The Time Allowed for each Section is calculated according
to the average speed selected for that Section
2.2. The Minimum Time in Section A is two minutes less than the Time Allowed.
2.3. The Minimum Time in Section C is one minute less than the Time Allowed.
2.4. The Minimum Time for Section E is three minutes less than the Time Allowed 2.5. There is no Minimum
Time in Sections B and D.

* the last 500m of Section E must be walk or trot – the rest is any pace. So you can’t
canter the last 500m to make up lost time – if you need to, canter before then. You can
change between walk and trot as much as you like.

This means you have to watch the time extra carefully for Section A and E. We
calculate the maximum and minimum time to arrive at each kilometre marker and try
to stay near the fastest time for most of the course [in case there is a difficult part near
the end the section], then we slow near the end of, walking for a period if necessary,
and try to come in exactly in the middle of the two or three minute time window
allowed. We do this to allow for errors in our timing or the stewards’ timing. It’s
perfectly legal for the horse to walk to the end of A or E if you want. However, don’t
stop unless you need to adjust something (1 penalty for every 10 seconds you remain
stopped except for repairs [945.7.2]) and don’t stop at all in the last 500m of E.
Do not stop, zig zag or circle to lose time in the last 500 m of Section E; there are 10
penalties for each time you do this. Exception: you can stop immediately after the last
obstacle (within 30m) if you need to fix something.
If you go really slowly or have to stop, you may get up to what is called the Time
Limit (much longer than the Time Allowed) and if you exceed this limit you’ll be
eliminated.
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For national competitions:
944.2.5 The Time Limit for all sections is the Time Allowed plus 50%.
A Competitor who exceeds the Time Limit in any section is eliminated.

Using a ready reckoner
You can use a ready reckoner to work out your target time at each km marker IF the
organizers choose the conventional maximum speed for the section. If they choose
some lower speed, you can either use the ready reckoner and adjust near the end of the
section or do your sums to divide the time allowed down to each km.
If you’re in doubt, use the ready reckoner times for Section A and look at the required
times near the end - walk near the end if you’ve been too quick or trot fast/canter if
you seem slow.
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Km
1
2
3
4
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

Speed km/hr
12
12.5
5:00
4:48
10:00
9:36
15:00 14:24
20:00 19:12
25:00 24:00
27:30 26:24
30:00 28:48
32:30 31:12
35:00 33:36
37:30 36:00
40:00 38:24
42:30 40:48
45:00 43:12
47:30 45:36
50:00 48:00

13
4:37
9:14
13:51
18:28
23:05
25:23
27:42
30:00
32:18
34:37
36:55
39:14
41:32
43:51
46:09

13.5
4:27
8:53
13:20
17:47
22:13
24:27
26:40
28:53
31:07
33:20
35:33
37:47
40:00
42:13
44:27

14
4:17
8:34
12:51
17:09
21:26
23:34
25:43
27:51
30:00
32:09
34:17
36:26
38:34
40:43
42:51

14.5
4:08
8:17
12:25
16:33
20:41
22:46
24:50
26:54
28:58
31:02
33:06
35:10
37:14
39:19
41:23

15
4:00
8:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
22:00
24:00
26:00
28:00
30:00
32:00
34:00
36:00
38:00
40:00

15.5
3:52
7:45
11:37
15:29
19:21
21:17
23:14
25:10
27:06
29:02
30:58
32:54
34:50
36:46
38:43

16
3:45
7:30
11:15
15:00
18:45
20:37
22:30
24:22
26:15
28:07
30:00
31:52
33:45
35:37
37:30

17
3:32
7:04
10:35
14:07
17:39
19:25
21:11
22:56
24:42
26:28
28:14
30:00
31:46
33:32
35:18

18
3:20
6:40
10:00
13:20
16:40
18:20
20:00
21:40
23:20
25:00
26:40
28:20
30:00
31:40
33:20

Ready Reckoner – how to use
Given your marathon length and the time allowed, for each section, see which speed
is the nearest fit and copy down the times per km to take with you on the marathon.
For example, if you have a 6.5km Section A and 28 minutes Time Allowed, use the
column for 14 km/hr for your maximum times. Your minimum time for Section A
will be 2 minutes less, 26 minutes in this example, so use the 15 km/hr column to find
your minimum times for each kilometre. Remember – these are a guide to use on the
course – it’s only your time at the end of each section which matters.
Alternative (simpler?) way for Section A: calculate the mid time: (Time Allowed – 1
minute) and just write down the mid times for each km, try to stay close to those. In
this example, Time Allowed is 28 minutes, so the mid time is 27 minutes. The best
matching column to 27 mins for 6.5 km is the 14.5 kph column, so you would copy
out the kilometer times from this column for your mid times. We prefer to have the
maximum and minimum time for each kilometre, but if that may confuse you, just use
the mid time like this.

A simpler way – use the same time for each event
As long as the organiser has used the standard speeds, you can use the same times for
each event, just writing in the final finish time, as well as your start and finish times.
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19
3:09
6:19
9:28
12:38
15:47
17:22
18:57
20:32
22:06
23:41
25:16
26:51
28:25
30:00
31:35

Here are a ‘standard’ tables, one for horse, one for pony, for Section A and E:
Pony
km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sec A

Min
4:00
8:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
24:00
28:00
32:00
36:00

Pony
km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Horse

Max
4:17
8:34
12:51
17:09
21:26
25:43
30:00
34:17
38:34

km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sec E

Min
4:12
8:23
12:35
16:47
20:59
25:10
29:22
33:34
37:46

Min
3:45
7:30
11:15
15:00
18:45
22:30
26:15
30:00
33:45

Horse

Max
4:37
9:14
13:51
18:28
23:05
27:42
32:18
36:55
41:32

km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sec A
Max
4:00
8:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
24:00
28:00
32:00
36:00

Sec E

Min
3:54
7:48
11:41
15:35
19:29
23:23
27:16
31:10
35:04

Max
4:17
8:34
12:51
17:09
21:26
25:43
30:00
34:17
38:34

Suppose you have a pony and your marathon schedule looks like this:
Sec A
km
Pony
Horse
#
9

8.1
8.1

Time
allowed
mm:ss

Minimum
time
mm:ss

35:00
32:30

33:00
30:30

Sec D
km

Time
allowed
mm:ss
1
1

10:00
8:34

Sec E
km
7.9
7.9

Time
allowed
mm:ss
36:30
34:00

Min
time
mm:ss
33:30
31:00

Name

Class

Start A

End A

Start D

End D

Start E

End E

This_is You

Open
Pony

10:30

11:05:00

11:08

11:18:00

11:38

12:14:30
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Then you take the pony times above and put in the times to end each section (the lines
for 8.1km and 7.9km in this case). We also write in our scheduled start and finish
times for each section, as below:

Pony

Sec A

10:30
Min
4:00
8:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
24:00
28:00
32:00
33:00

11:05
Max
4:17
8:34
12:51
17:09
21:26
25:43
30:00
34:17
35:00

Sec D
11:08
1km

11:18
10mins

Pony

Sec E

km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8.1

km
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7.9

11:38
Min
4:12
8:23
12:35
16:47
20:59
25:10
29:22
33:30

12:14:30
Max
4:37
9:14
13:51
18:28
23:05
27:42
32:18
36:30

On the marathon
As you go round the sections, you’ll see a marker every km (1km, 2km etc). Check
what your stopwatch says as you pass each marker and compare it with the times you
have written down to make sure your speed is about right. Compensate if you are too
slow or too fast.

In section E, each obstacle has a path of around 200m (250m max) and these distances
are included in the overall distance indicated. You might feel you go faster or slower
through the obstacles than your standard pace and make allowance for that in working
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out your times per km in section E. We find the obstacles don’t seem to make much
difference to the average speed.
At the start of Section A you will be given a (green) card with your start time marked
on it and initialed by the steward. At the end of each section and the beginning of
each subsequent section, the driver stops and the groom hands the card to the steward
who enters the start or finish time and initials it. Make sure you get this card at the
start of A and take it all the way round to give in at the finish fully completed and
initialed by each start and end steward. In some events you will be given two copies
of the card – one to keep for your records (in case of protests). In this case, both cards
must have the time filled in [identically] and initialed by a steward at each start and
finish.
TIP: Wear a digital watch. Check it against ‘event time’ and make absolutely sure
your time is properly recorded by each section steward before you leave them – any
problem with the time, bring it up straight away, you can’t easily get it corrected
later..
TIP: If your stopwatch fails and if you’re quick at sums, you can check your progress
by comparing your scheduled finish time with the time on your watch.
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Another way to do times
A recent rewrite of the rules allowed speedometers and distance measuring devices on
the carriage. If you can use a car speedometer, you can use a GPS – and it is very
helpful for marathon and training.
You can set up a GPS to show all of:
• Current speed
• Time since start
• Distance travelled
• Average speed
All you have to do is make sure your average speed comes out a little (0.5kph) faster
than the speed for the section, and your time will work out.
In the walk section, the speedometer function of the GPS is very useful – just try to
keep your speed a little above 6kph for pony, or 7kph for horse, and you’ll come in on
time.
The pictures below show two types of GPS. The larger yellow one can be clipped to a
convenient bar on the carriage, while the smaller one is worn on the wrist. The large
yellow one has advantages – cheaper (Garmin Etrex, £69 from Amazon), easier to
read as the numbers are bigger, while the wrist worn one is neater, but actually a little
trickier to use with its small buttons.

These are also useful in training, to check your speed is about right for a marathon,
and to check how far your exercise route takes you.

Hold ups
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Sometimes competitors catch up with one another, especially in Section E. A steward
may hold you up on the course to avoid clashes. They should display a sign ”Hold
Up” and explain what they’re doing. (We once stopped when a steward turned out to
be fanning himself with his hold up sign to keep cool….).

Hold Ups
8.1 If a Competitor arrives at an obstacle while the previous Competitor is still negotiating the
obstacle, he is to be held at a point on the course approximately 50m from the entry flags.
8.2 One of the Assistant Obstacle Observers is to stop the Competitor at that point and start his
stopwatch. As soon as the previous Competitor is clear of the obstacle, the Observer will inform
the Competitor of the time at which he will be restarted and the time the Competitor has been held.
This should be in whole or half minutes.

In practice the steward is likely to tell you “I’ll hold you for 1 minute” or similar. If
this happens to you behind a slow competitor it’s worth asking to be held up longer
so you don’t repeatedly get held up at each obstacle, as that may break up your
flow/concentration.
The total hold up time is deducted from your time for the section. How do you allow
for the hold up time and ensure you finish within the time window? One method is to
pause your main stop watch for the duration of the hold up. Provided you can master
your stop watch and reliably get it to pause and restart, that’s the simplest.
Alternatively you can make a note of the total hold up time and deduct it in your head,
but the end of Section E comes up quickly and it can be surprisingly hard to get the
time right – if you can stop one of your stopwatches during the hold ups, that will give
you your ‘real’ time very clearly and your spare stopwatch will still be running on
total time in case you accidentally zero your main watch instead of pausing it.

What happens at the start of each section?
You should report to the start of section A 10minutes before your scheduled time to
start.
TIP: go and find out where this is, well in advance – it’s nerve wracking wondering if
you’re following the right signs to get there. Worse, sometimes there are no signs.
The steward will give you your green card and tell you your start time as on the card.
They will normally warn you two minutes before you’re due, then one minute, then
30 seconds, then count you down from 10 seconds. It’s supposed to be a standing
start, so at 0, the driver starts and you start your stopwatches – without falling off.
TIP: You can walk your horse around up until just before the start time if this helps –
and if there is room.

Gates and route
Each obstacle has a Start and an Exit gate and a series of lettered gates A, B, C, D
sometimes up to E or F. Each gate has a red flag on the right (Red Right) and a
white flag on the left. You go through the Start gate, through the lettered gates in
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order and out through the Exit gate. Often the start and exit gate will be the same
opening, sometimes they’ll be separate.
TIP: Be very sure which is the Start and Finish, check if they’re separate or combined.
TIP: Check and make a note of which way you need to turn once you leave the Finish
gate – it’s too easy to forget in the excitement and speed.
You need to go through all the lettered gates in the correct order and in the correct
direction (red on the right). Once you’ve been through a gate, you can go through it
again, backwards or forwards, if you think this will give you an easier route to your
next gate.
If you go through a gate in the wrong order or in the wrong direction, e.g. A, B, D,
just ignore it and make sure you keep going in the correct order – in this case, A, B, D
[error - continue], C, D, E. You lose 20 points for each error like this – so try not to!
In more detail, once you have made an “error of course”, e.g. A, B, D, no other gates
count until you get back “on course” (C in this case). So it’s no worse going A, B, D,
E, C, you’d still lose ‘just’ the 20 points. Once you’ve gone wrong, just drive by the
quickest route to the gate you need to do next, even if that means cutting through
other gates, then make sure to go through all the remaining gates.
You may find an obstacle with unlettered gates. You can drive these in any sequence
[949.4], it’s up to you to decide the quickest route for you which will take you
through all the gates in the correct direction (Red on the Right) at least once.

If you fail to correct your course before you leave the obstacle, you’ll be eliminated,
so go back and complete the gates if you can before going through the finish. Also,
make sure you don’t cross the finish line until you’ve done all the gates, for example
don’t stray across the finish line on the way from one part of the obstacle to another.
Examples:
Suppose an obstacle has gates A-F
Correct course:
ABCDEF
Some possible corrected errors of course: (the errors are underlined)
ABDCDEF – went through D before C – corrected – 20 points
ABDEDCDEF = went through D before C , got lost, went through E, D, got back on
course - 20 points
Some uncorrected errors – elimination!
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BCDEF - omitted A
ABDEF – omitted C
ABDCEF – uncorrected “error of course”
ABC(backwards)DEF – C backwards, uncorrected

Your time in the obstacle is determined by your time from the nose of your first horse
crossing the start until the nose of the first horse crosses the finish. You get 0.2
penalties for each second in the obstacle, i.e. your score is your time divided by 5,
plus any penalties.
If you take more than 5 minutes in an obstacle you’ll be eliminated – the judge should
blow two blasts on a whistle and you should leave the obstacle at once.
Sometimes a gate is quite wide and you may loop through it and back – remember
that you are considered to have passed through a gate in an obstacle when your whole
turnout passes between the flags [946.2.2.6], so make sure your rear axle goes right
through if it’s a gate you mean to go through and vice versa.
Usually a gate consists of a simple opening with a red flag on the right and a white
flag on the left. Sometimes, however, you may find a line of three posts or trees with
the flags on the outside two. In this case you can go either side of the central
post/tree.
You can go any pace in obstacles – walk, trot, canter, gallop. Mostly a brisk trot or
canter is best, with a canter in and out, and a canter in any wide circles.
You may also find knock downs (“dislodgeable elements”) in an obstacle. You get
two penalties for each one of these you knock over. Since two penalties is equivalent
to ten seconds, it’s worth steering carefully, perhaps more slowly, around knock
downs and it can be worth choosing a route to avoid risking the knock downs if this is
practical. Don’t try to prevent the knock downs from being dislodged – except,
presumably, by steering clear of them – that costs 10 penalties. [942.5.5]. Knock
downs should be marked on sketch plans of obstacles, often as “KD”. They may be a
small cylinder or ball balanced on part of an obstacle, or a small block velcroed to a
pillar.
Don’t knock over the Start or Finish gates – you might be eliminated, though there’s
no rule on this except that you must pass between them.

Problems?
If you get stuck in an obstacle, for example if your horse won’t go through some
water, your groom can get down and lead the horse through. This costs you 10 points
– each time the groom dismounts and puts both feet on the ground in an obstacle, it
costs 10 points, so once the groom is down, he should stay down until you’re sure
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your horse will got through - and back if necessary. The groom does NOT have to
follow the path of the vehicle.
If you get slightly stuck, lodged sideways against a tree say, the groom may be able to
jump the vehicle away from it, or put one foot down [no penalties!] and push the
[stationary] vehicle clear. Try it in practice.
If you are on course to hit a post, the groom may be able to jump the back of the
vehicle clear – again, try it in practice first.

How to walk the obstacles
The purpose of walking the obstacles is to choose the route you’ll take and to
memorise it. Further, you should ideally work out what to do if things go wrong (for
example you miss a gate and need to circle back). As you get more experienced, at
least work out the route to take if you miss a difficult or tight turn.
Ideally, work closely with your driver and choose the route together; two heads are
better than one. You can also watch the routes others are working, but remember, their
horses may have different strengths and weaknesses from yours, especially the
aptitude to turn more or less sharply.
Learn what radius of turn your horse is comfortable with. Be aware of distractions to
the horse – spooky items on obstacles, or tempting straight lines he might take where
he is supposed to turn.

Walking, Planning
Route depends on your horse, carriage, driver, ground conditions
and your score
Tight or open route?
Alternative routes

In the obstacles
Different driver/groom combinations have different approaches.
I have groomed with drivers who like to learn the route and not to get any advice from
the groom unless they ask. That can work, but if you’re going fast, it’s too late if the
driver has to ask the groom.
The way we work is, having decided the route together:
• the groom is responsible for the route and balance
• the driver is responsible for driving the horse and carriage
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This works and makes sense – the driver has plenty to think about handling the
horse(s) and getting the line right. In practice this means the groom gives clear
instructions on the route – in advance of each gate – while the driver drives the horse.
The driver will also have learned the route and the line, so as to refine the route
further (close to this post, keeping wide here …). The groom and driver need to make
sure they have an agreed unambiguous vocabulary, and need to practice to get the
communication and timing right. Remember the driver needs to anticipate the turns
and line up and bend the horse.
You can practice around a layout of road cones, with the groom choosing the route as
you go. When you can do this at speed, your communication works. Barry
Capstick’s advice to a driver – “You - stop yakking and go where he says”.

I feel the groom should not give instructions to the horse while the driver is driving–
you need only one driver! (But it’s allowed, and works for some people!)
However, the groom should be familiar with the horse and be able to lead, halt and
walk it and handle it in an accident.

Vocabulary
We choose landmarks and words we both recognize and avoid the commands the
driver uses to the horse:
“Left circle the red barrel”
“360” to circle all the way round
“big right circle”
“second left”
“slow” – for a technical part
“left lampbulb” – if you come out of a gate, make a left circle and come back through
it
“hard right”
Remember you need to be prompting the driver in advance of the turns – she needs
time to get the horse ready – and he is a few meters in front.

What else should I look for in the obstacles?
Look out for hazards; tree stumps, concrete blocks, sharp edges, overhanging
branches, adverse camber on bends [where the slope encourages the vehicle to tip
over].
As well as the gates themselves, look how you will approach the Start and exit the
Finish. You can take a loop round if you need to approach the Start at a particular
angle - the time outside the Start/Finish is less critical (sometimes course builders put
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Starts at peculiar angles to the direction from which you’ll arrive). Look to see where
you’ll end up if you canter out through the Finish – you need space to slow down,
preferably not on a concrete apron. Sometimes this can mean going the wrong way
for a few yards then looping back onto the track – that’s OK, but plan it.

Balance and groom’s comfort
Absolutely essential is for the groom to help balance the vehicle round the corners.
Lean into the corner – i.e. the groom leans out on the side in the direction the horse is
heading. Lean out, get low, but watch out for approaching posts. The groom’s lean
can make the difference between staying upright and overturning.
Find your handholds on the vehicle and make sure you can grip – wear gloves or wrap
the vehicle handles with handlebar grip or racket grip if it’s slippery. Also make sure
the backstep isn’t slippery and that you’ll still grip when it’s muddy and wet.
Make sure you’re not going to get bruised by hard bits of vehicle around the backstep;
wrapping any hard bits around leg level with pipe insulation and tape makes all the
difference so you can concentrate on balance and don’t ‘back off’.
Sometimes a groom may ‘jump’ the vehicle away from an obstruction, to save hitting
a post or knockdown. Practice this by all means, but do it as little as possible – it
doesn’t make for smooth progress round the obstacle and can jerk driver, reins and so
the horse.

The groom’s weight is crucial – lean out on the inside of the turn – the way the horse
is heading.
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Accidents
Plan what to do if you have one! Safety first – if at all unsure, stop, the groom should
get straight down and go to the horse’s head, check. Train your horse to expect the
unexpected – especially practice stopping ‘for no reason’, including in the middle of
obstacles, so if something breaks you can stop. Practice backing up. We hear of one
competitor whose horses are so well trained that, if they fall over, they won’t get up
until told to [rather than struggle up, tangled up, get frightened, kick out …]. In any
case, if the horse falls over, the groom must get to its head quickly and hold it down
until it’s safe to get up.

Miscellaneous
A pony is an animal not exceeding 148 cms (14.23h) without shoes or 149 cms
(14.27h) with shoes. The minimum height for a single pony is 120 cms (11.3h)
without shoes. [914.2]

Do I take the short tight way or the longer smoother path round an
obstacle?
It depends on your horse’s agility, preference and training. If your horse can do tight
or long turns, the tradeoff is between maintaining a good speed round the long way or
doing a shorter distance by taking the tight route. A rule of thumb we use [taught to
us by Barry Capstick] is to pace out the two routes the way the horse will go and take
the long smooth route provided it’s no more than 10 paces (m) longer than the short
route.
You will also want to look at how each route fits in with the way from the previous
gate and to the next gate – each change of rein can slow you and risk errors.
What’s the theoretical basis of this: (“the science bit”)
Suppose your vehicle mass m kg, goes round a corner of radius r metres at speed v
ms-1.
The maximum speed you can do round a corner before you tip over occurs when:
Outwards force = force to tip the cart, i.e.
mv2/r = m*half track width/ height of Centre of Gravity (CofG),
So, your maximum speed before you tip up is proportional to √r
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The maximum speed before you skid is when the outward force = the maximum
friction force,
mv2/r = m*coefficient of friction = 0.6m, say
Again, your maximum speed before you skid is proportional to √r
The distance round a half circle = ∏ r
So, the time ~ distance/speed ~ r/√r ~ √r so the smaller circle the better. For example,
a circle of 12m radius should take you 1.4 times longer than a circle of radius 6m –
you can go faster round the bigger circle, but not fast enough to make up for the extra
distance. However there is a limit to the minimum size of curve a horse can make and
a horse’s maximum speed around a small curve – where the horse goes sideways –
may be low.
On damp grass or loose surfaces (and indoor schools) you will slip before you tip.
With good grip, you are likely to tip first. It is probably desirable to slide before you
tip, so vehicles should have: half track width/CofG height > coefficient of friction,
where the maximum likely coefficient of friction ~ 1, so we want CofG height < half
track width. Note that if wheels engage with ruts so a vehicle can’t skid, it may still
tip.

Golden rules of safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Check your equipment – vehicle and tack – condition and fitting
A horse harnessed to a vehicle must always have a driver at the reins or a
person at his head.
Always remove the horse from the turnout before removing his bridle.
The groom must stay on the vehicle all the time the driver is on it - until asked
to get off
The groom must not be on a vehicle without a driver [unless taking the reins as
a competent driver].
In an overturning accident, the groom must get to the horse’s head
immediately
The groom must know how to release the horse from the vehicle quickly.
Think about and rehearse [as far as you can – perhaps simulating without the
horse] what to do in different situations; a turnover, the driver falling out,
horse’s leg over a trace, broken trace, broken rein, runaway. Then try to avoid
ever getting into these situations.
Wear appropriate safety gear.
Be aware of others.
..and all the other horse safety rules….
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Adjusting a vehicle’s balance
This applies only to two wheeled vehicles – four wheel vehicles are balanced by their
wheels.
Two wheeled vehicles need to be balanced so that with the groom and driver in their
normal position the shafts just push down gently onto the tugs. Vehicles may have a
screwed adjustment to move the seat back and forward or the seat may need to be
bolted in the correct position. It’s important for safety and welfare of the horse that
this adjustment is right. Be sure to check it – it will need adjustment if the groom
changes from sitting alongside the driver to standing on the backstep, or if grooms of
different weight swap.

Checking the harness
It’s outside the scope of this note to consider the correct fitting of harness and vehicle
to horse – however, here are a few notes and it is something the groom should learn.
If the groom harnesses up, it’s essential they know how to check the fit.
Because something coming undone can cause an accident, groom and driver should
both check over key features [like an aircraft’s preflight checks?]; everything
fastened, especially a final check on girth [has someone tightened it - firm, not loose
or too tight] and reins [properly buckled to the correct part on the bit, through the
terrets etc]. The worst situation is when the driver thinks the groom has
tightened/fitted something and vice versa, so no-one has. Both check every time.
When the groom has put to, he should push the vehicle gently forward against the
horse to check the breeching, that the traces don’t hang too low, the fit for braking and
the clearance between horse’s legs and swingletree, then gently backwards to check
the traces are straight and fit for pulling and that the shafts/tugs lie on the pad or the
pole length is sensible. When the vehicle is pushed backward, the traces should be
straight (not pulled aside or up and down by any other straps) and should clear the
bottom of any trace carriers by a couple of inches (so the horse is not pulled
downwards over unlevel ground). You should be able to get a fist (4”) loosely
between the breeching and the horses backside.

Spare whip
Carry a spare whip on the vehicle for cones and dressage – if the driver drops the
whip you can hand her the spare whip without penalty if you can do this before the
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next cone [917.3.4]. Whips are no longer compulsory in the marathon, so a whip and a
spare is up to your driver’s choice.

Differences between club and national events
These are quite variable, since both club and national events vary.
However, common differences are:
• National events are usually 3 days – dressage – marathon - cones
• There may be a vet check before the first competition
• Your horse’s vaccination record is generally checked at nationals, this varies
at club events
• Electric fence paddocks are always banned at nationals
• You need to fill in a “Start Fee and Horse Declaration” form and pay the start
fee before the competition.
• There is usually a vet check at the halt – heart rate at least
• You may be made to trot your horse into the halt for the vet.
• There can be a vet check at the end of section E.
• Marathon grooms must belong to the BHDTA
• Your carriage is more likely to be weighed at the end of section E.
• You may not be allowed to walk the cones until one hour before the cones
competition, even if they are set up
• You are always required to salute the judge before you drive cones.
• You may be able to see the cones electronic clock to check your time as you
drive
Finally, national events tend to have larger obstacles and more people about than club
events – it’s worth competing in a club event at a national venue (e.g. Catton,
Ashfields, Sandringham…) to see what they are like before your first big national
event, and especially before competing in the national novice championships for the
first time.

Lastly
Take care and above all, enjoy the sport – that’s what it’s for.

Please let me know what you thought of this, omissions, errors, unclear bits, anything
you liked? mike@mikewatts.com
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Appendix – recent rule changes
There have been many detailed rule changes over the years.
The most significant recent changes are:
-

you must do dressage with your vehicle set to its cones width (e.g 138cm)
you don’t have to carry a whip on the marathon
you pass through a gate in an obstacle when the whole turnout passes through
(it used to be the back axle)
you get specified penalties if you start section A late.
you can carry a speedometer, distance measurer and stopwatch in marathon
and or cones.
you must have lamps in cones (except novice)
you don’t have to wear driving dressage kit to walk cones, you just have to be
‘smartly’ [no longer ‘correctly’] dressed, i.e. aprons, gloves and hats are
probably not compulsory for walking cones.

History/Updates:
30th April 2003– ready reckoner extended, minor additions.
10th June 2003– correction – horse tandem cones width is 138cm Marathon widths
clarified
23rd May 2004 – minimum time on section E, don’t zig zag at end of E, cones width
for one day events.
11 June 04 – updated to include new explanation of EACDG scoring as published in
EACDG June 04 newsletter.
April 28th 2005 - updated for 2005 rule changes.
March 16th 2007 – updated for 2007 rule changes.
September 27th 2010 – updated for 2009/10 rule changes.
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